If Endorsed, Gen. Karimi to Reform Army

KABUL - Gen. Sher Mohammad Karimi, the minister designate on Wednesday promised implementing security improvement plans and building resilient military ties with Pakistan. Also the sitting Afghan army chief Gen. Akhtar was seen before the Woolf Jirga to outline his future plan and promised to return to the houses of those killed in a road accident. A day earlier, the Presidential Palace in Kabul used 24 designates minister designate and National Directorate of Security (NDS) and Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) heads to the parliament on Wednesday with an assembly of confidence.

President Ashraf Ghani introduced 24 ministers-designate and nominees for the National Directorate of Security (NDS) and Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB)(heads to the parliament on Wednesday with an assembly of confidence.

One of those nominees who unveiled their plans in the lower house today, Stock Minister Mohammad Karimi said that the main organ managing religious affairs in the country and a bridge between scholars and government. If endorsed, he would do his best to bring Ski buttons a political, which, in turn, would have a positive impact on stability, a fresh vote of confidence for the government.

"I will build the monastery infrastructure and develop specific strategies for each department. We will act on all international communications to avoid responsibility overlap. Having 90% of the world's mosques and religious centers in the country is a source of concern to Osama, who promised giving special attention to the improvement of living conditions of asylum. Developing Islamic research centers, creating a single source of issuing religious charities matters of national importance, providing more religious programs for students, building a central mosque in each province and facilities for haji pilgrims are among other programs. Osama was born in 1973 in Kunduz province and believes to be a person of integrity. He graduated from Zabul University in Afghanistan and has a social science degree from Hefei University.

KARHU - Chairman of the Marxist Organization of South Khorasan Province has stated that the exploitation of the provincial market and Article 30th in the first ten months of the current year amounted to 850 thousand. The chairman added that the current year showed an increase of 2% compared to the same period last year.

Speaking to IBNA, Mehtab Pasha Khan noted that all total export of the province in the past year amounted to 320 million which made a 14% increase in comparison to the previous year and has seen 69.7 million.

Printing to the shortcomings and problems available in the field of experts, said however proper measures have been taken and experts statistics have registered outstanding growth. South Khorasan, due to its trans-border markets names Yalouz, Miki, Mil, Sil, and Dalkhan which are all being administered through their representatives. He said Yalouz border market has obtained 350 million, making an increase of 35%, 45% and 31.5% respectively.

Durrani Pledges End to Urban-Rural Divide

KABUL - The cabinet nominee to head the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MMRD) on Wednesday held a press conference where he said his priority would be to keep the gap between cities and villages in terms of facilities, if he was granted a trust vote. Declaring the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development Tuesday introduced 24 ministers-designate and nominees for the National Directorate of Security (NDS) and Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) to the lower house for a confidence vote.
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